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MEMORANDUM FOR WINDY WHITE

FROM: WILLIAM F. SITTMANN

SUBJECT: Request from Muslim of the Americas

The NSC believes the request for a meeting with the group, if it is worthwhile, should be referred to State since the issues they raise go beyond the Gulf.
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ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR WILLIAM SITTMANN

THROUGH: RICHARD N. HAASS

FROM: SANDRA CHARLES

SUBJECT: Request by Muslims of the Americas

Attached at Tab I is a response to Windy White concerning a request for a meeting with the President by a group from the Muslims of the Americas (Tab II). She and I discussed this telephonically, and agreed we should not get involved and if the group is legitimate, State provide a briefing.

RECOMMENDATION

That you sign the memo to Windy White at Tab I.

Attachments
Tab I Memo to Windy White
Tab II Memo from Windy White
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MEMORANDUM FOR BILL SITTMANN

FROM: WINDY WHITE

SUBJECT: SCHEDULING REQUEST

Bill, attached is a request from an individual representing the Muslims of the Americas. The letter is quite detailed and deserves more than the typical regret. I spoke with Sichan Siv yesterday, and he suggested that the group or representative members meet with a staff member. I also wanted to get your comments and suggestions as to who an appropriate surrogate might be.

Please contact me at extension 7560. At this point, we have not made any contact with the group. Thank you.

Please staff to Sandy Chandle.

For Action.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Date: 12/6/90

TO: Dr. Haass

FROM: KRISTIN THOMPSON VT
Office of Presidential Appointments
Scheduling
Ext. 7560

The attached letter is one that our office does not feel it can give a substantive response to.

Would you please respond? If you do not want to address their concerns, would you please send it back to our office with some suggestions as to how to answer.

Thank you.